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Florence Welch of Florence and the 
Machine famously sang "Seven Devils all 
around me, Seven Devils in my house. 
They were there when I woke up this 
morning ..." What she spoke about are 
the seven devils that represent seven 
deadly sins and this issue will help you 
decipher them. This book is broken into decipher them. This book is broken into 
seven sections, each one named after a 
Demon who represents a certain sin.  The 
seven deadly sins were first compiled by 
Pope Gregory I around the year 600. They 
are pride, greed, lust, wrath, gluttony, 
envy, and sloth. Gregory also compiled a 
list olist of the seven virtues: faith, hope, 
charity, justice, prudence, temperance, 
and fortitude. While good qualities to 
posses - also incredibly monotonous. And 
as you know by now we don’t do tedious, 
appropriate or virginal. 

We at Tartarus refuse to preach how terrible those sins are, on the contrary - we almost 
encourage them. We will show you just how good each one is. Each will entice you, seduce 
you, make you salivate. Each editorial contains temptations beyond your wildest desires and 
dreams. Just the way the Devil intended. 
This book has been a meditation oThis book has been a meditation of sorts for me personally. This year the fashion and art 
world as well as the rest of the industries has lost two of the most important, iconic people 
to us - David Bowie who we have dedicated the March Issue to and as I sit down to write 
this letter - Prince. For me personally it's a devastating loss. Prince has been an important 
part of my life and me, he was a mentor, a teacher, a shoulder to lean on and an inspiration 
in everything. This magazine in part was inspired by the Legend that he was. The art, the 
fashion, the music, the sex, the arrogance, the magic. 
I I want to dedicate this issue to The Beautiful One and to welcome you to the Volume 5 that 
will be sure to convince you that sinners have far more fun than saints.

























































































































































































































































Assisted by Shubham Lodha | Hair & Makeup by Anand Kaira & Santwana Vishwakarma | 
Stylist: Rahul Vijay | Fashion Assistant-Avani Juneja | Model-Kevin Marak Sehgal

Andrea Guitierrez investigates Fashion’s Sex
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 Photographer: TOMAAS www.tomaas.com| Photographer Assistant: KosukeFurukawa | Stylist: Heidi Grunwald | Make up: Susan Donoghue, 
Represented By Ennis,Inc | Hair Stylist: Seiji Uehara, Represented By Ennis, Inc | Post Production: Elena Levenets |

 Model: Juliane Stensrud @ Major Models | Text by Erika Shock
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